
Instructions

POST MOUNT BANNER POLE KIT
FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Start at the top. Fix one of the main poles to the post,    
 using 2 straps from your chosen fixing system, ensuring   
 the suspension loops are on the underside and the straps  
 are securely in the notches on the base plate. (Both main  
 poles are the same).

 TIP: Ideally, this is a two person fix, one to hold the main   
 pole in position & the other to do the strapping. Although,  
 one person can temporarily hold the main pole in position  
 by using a long, heavy duty cable tie. This can then be cut  
 off when both the stainless bands are fixed in  position.

2. Hang your banner.  Hang your banner from the top pole  
 by inserting one of the tensioner bars in the pocket at the  
 top of your banner. Hang it from the main pole by the 2   
 screw karabiners.

3. Attach to the bottom main pole. Insert the remaining   
 tensioner bar into the bottom pocket of the banner and   
 attach to the bottom main pole using the limited stretch  
 springs.  To do this, take the U clips out of the springs and  
 pass them through the loops on the tensioner bar and the  
 main pole, then push them through the middle of the   
 spring until they lock out. The main pole is then positively  
 attached to the tensioner bar.

4. Fix the bottom main pole. Using the same method as   
 step 1, attach the bottom main pole to the wall. Put a slight 
 tension on the banner (to prevent flapping) before     
 tightening the strapping.

To change the banner, compress the spring and squeeze one  
of the U clips together & let the spring go. Then, by turning 
the spring round, the U clip winds itself down the spring and 
comes apart.

NOTE: Do not use a nylon or lightweight strapping system. 
It is the specifiers and fixers responsibility to assess fitness 
for purpose of the fixing system being used. 
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Contents     This kit contains the following:

2 x main poles (with a 
curved base plate)

2 x tensioner bars

2 x screw karabiners 2 x limited stretch 
springs

Tools Required Ideally, a Band-It style banding tool with stainless steel 
strapping and buckles & a light hammer.

Alternatively, 4 screw band straps & the required screwdriver 
or spanner. 


